Framing Your
Smart Mirror
Touch Overlay
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: Equal to exterior display si e

he frame serves several purposes in
a smart mirror.
aturall
there is the
decorative aspect to a frame complementing
our d cor or creating a f ocal point in a
room
ith a more audacious st le. n
addition to the decorative aspect a f rame
holds the glass in f ront of the smart mirror
and hides the unsightl e el and sides of the
display.
ith the addition of an infrared
repeater the signal f rom our remote is still
a le to control the display through the
frame.
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Measure Touch Overlay & Bezel:
easure viewable are of the television. You wan to measure the
size of the top bottom and sides of the bezel. Pay attention to any
irregularities such as the inf rared sensor see
. This will be the
rabbet you cut into your frame to fit the glassc TV and IR frame.



Cut rame

tic s Using Chop

a :

 The overall dimensions of your frame will equal the viewable area
of the television plus the frame width. Use a fine toothed blade to make
sure your frame doesn't chip.

Use

outer Ta le To ncrease

a

et:

 Check your results against the face of the display as you go.

Join rame Corners:
 Use Cornerweld wood glue to join opposing corners. Place
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wedge under each end if necessary to ensure corners are flawless.

Use Long Clamps to Join rame:
 Once clamps are joined let sit for at least one hour. Careful not to overtighten them on delicate frames.

Measure Bac Build rame:

easure the remaining distance to the back of your smart mirror.
Your back frame will need to be level with the back of the display.

Cut &

lue Bac Build rame:

 Cut the back build sicks
shorter than the front frame. Turn the
front of the frame upside down and glue on your back build.
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Tape TV Bezel & Test Measurements:
 Assemble touch frame and place down within frame. Test your
measurements and adjust accordingly. Place glass over touch overlay.
Tape off any silver bezels so they do not show through the mirror.

Put together Touch, Mirror and Television:
 Cut -bar hangars to fit over television. Be sure to find where the IR
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sensor is located. o not cover the sensor with the bar.

0 Plug & Play
 The touch overlay is compatible with windows. Plug directly into the

intel compute stick and the compute stick into the USB of the television.
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